
Unseen Media Analysis 
National 5 Media



Learning Intention

•To recap audience and 
purpose
•To develop understanding of 
the role of the unseen media 
question



Success Criteria

You will know you have been 
successful when:

•You have analyzed a movie 
poster on your own



Quick recap

•Name 3 scenes in which the 
Joker is represented as the 
villain
•Name 3 scenes in which Batman 
is represented as a hero



Quick recap

•Name the 7 
different Proppian 
roles



Quick recap

•Name 3 genre markers (and 
the scenes in which they 
appear) in the Dark Knight



Which clip do we write about..

•To influence behaviour?
•To entertain?
•To legitimize ideas?
•To inform us?



Today

•There is one last question that you 
have not learnt how to answer. 
However, it is one that you probably 
find quite easy and should be 
thought of as an easy way to bag 
another 10 marks.



Unseen Media Analysis

• This is called the unseen media analysis section

• In this section, you will have a choice of 3 different types of 
media (normally a film or TV poster, a magazine cover and a 
poster advert) and you will be asked to analyse it.

• We will be looking at how to answer the film poster section 
and this is what you should always answer on in the exam.



The Question

• Media texts are made with particular purposes and for specific 
audiences. With reference to purpose and/or audience, explain in 
detail how relevant key aspects of media literacy have been used in 
your chosen media text.

• In your answer you must refer to at least two of the following key 
aspects in relation to purpose and/or audience: • language • 
representation • categories • narrative • audience • institutions • 
society



Basically...

•Stuff is made for a reason or to interest certain 
people

•How is the poster you are looking at clearly 
designed for a certain person or clearly made for 
a certain reason

•When you answer talk about stuff like media 
language, target audience, representation etc



Film posters

•What are all film posters trying to 
do?



What audience are the following posters 
targeting?









Basically...

• The role of the unseen media question is to do what we've just done 
as a class.

• To explain how, with reference to media language, genre etc, how we 
know a film poster is targeted at a certain group.



How to answer the question

• 3 small sections

1. write down you who think the poster was made for and what the 
purpose of the poster is

2. explain how media language helped you work this out 5 

3. explain how one or more people is represented and how this would 
appeal to the target market 5 



As a class

•We are going to analyse the 2019 past paper

•Write up an answer together

• Then...

You will be given a film poster and some prompt 
questions and you will this yourself


